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Chronic Abdominal and Visceral Pain: Theory and PracticeCRC Press, 2006

	about the book…

	

	Standing alone as the first definitive and comprehensive book on the subject, this guide describes the most recent studies on the brain-gut connection and psychosocial issues related to patients experiencing visceral pain. Bringing together leading experts from the top-tiers of the science, this source...
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Pottery and Economy in Old Kingdom Egypt (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	This book began its life as my doctoral dissertation at the University of

	Pennsylvania. Many thanks to my mentors: the members of my committee,

	Josef Wegner, David P. Silverman, and Miroslav Bárta, who provided

	helpful feedback and support at the early stages of my research,

	and Salima





	Ikram, who first...
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International Economics: Theory and PolicyAddison Wesley, 2002
           The idea of writing this book came out of our experience in teaching international economics to undergraduates and business students since the late 1970s. We perceived two main challenges in teaching. The first was to communicate to students the exciting intellectual advances in this dynamic field. The second was to...
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The Birth of Modern Belief: Faith and Judgment from the Middle Ages to the EnlightenmentPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		An illuminating history of how religious belief lost its uncontested status in the West

	
		This landmark book traces the history of belief in the Christian West from the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment, revealing for the first time how a distinctively modern category of belief came into being. Ethan Shagan focuses...
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Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell ResearchNational Academy Press, 2005
(National Research Council and Institute of Medicine) Presents the   Committee on Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research's findings   and recommendations. The guidelines are intended to enhance the integrity   of privately funded research and covers the ethical concerns surrounding   hES cell research and what scientists can do to...
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Sensors and Microsystems: Proceedings of 11th Italian Conference Leece, Italy 8-10 February 2006World Scientific Publishing, 2008


	This book contains a selection of the contributions presented and discussed

	during the 1 1” AISEM (Associazione Italiana Sensori e Microsistemi) National

	Conference on Sensors and Microsystems, held in Lecce, Italy, on February 8-10,

	2006.





	The Conference has been organized by the Institute for...
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Recent Advances in Rock Magnetism, Environmental Magnetism and Paleomagnetism (Springer Geophysics)Springer, 2018

	This book offers a collection of papers presented in the International Conference on Geomagnetism, Paleomagnetism and Rock Magnetism held in Kazan (Russia) in October 2017. Papers in this book are dedicated to the study of the geomagnetic field through most of the Earth's history as well as planetary and meteorite magnetism, and magnetic...
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Documentary in the Digital AgeFocal Press, 2005
If you want to learn from the leading lights of today's revolution in documentary filmmaking Maxine Baker has written the guide you need to own. You'll discover the many different and innovative approaches to documentary form and style arising from the use of innovative new technology.  A tribute to the mavericks of creativity, inside you will find...
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Sound & Vibration 2.0: Design Guidelines for Health Care FacilitiesSpringer, 2012

	This document was commissioned by the Facility Guidelines Institute as the sole reference for acoustics in health care facilities. It was written by the Health Care Acoustics Working Group, a permanent committee of the Acoustics Research Council (ARC), comprised of members of leading professional societies in acoustics, noise control...
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Law and Division of Power in the Crimean Khanate (1532-1774) (Ottoman Empire and Its Heritage) (English and Ottoman Turkish Edition)Brill Academic Publishers, 2018

	The Crimean Khanate was often treated as a semi-nomadic, watered-down version of the Golden Horde, or yet another vassal state of the Ottoman Empire. This book revises these views by exploring the Khanate's political and legal systems, which combined well organized and well developed institutions, which were rooted in different traditions...
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Gold: Science and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2009
Gold is used in a wide range of industrial and medical applications and accounts for over 10 percent of the annual demand for metal, worth billions of dollars annually. While much has been written about the mystique and trade of gold, very little has been written about the science and technology in which it is involved. Edited by two respected...
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Handbook of Research on User Interface Design and Evaluation for Mobile TechnologyInformation Science Publishing, 2008
In recent years, mobile technology has been one of the major growth areas in computing. Designing the user interface for mobile applications, however, is a very complex undertaking which is made even more challenging by the rapid technological developments in mobile hardware. Mobile human-computer interaction, unlike desktop-based interaction, must...
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